




part notes tot

"Bike Tasting" 002

0.0 Leave Piazza Levi entering Corso Roma, turning to the left. 0.0

0.2 At roundabout, take left, onto corso Cavour. 0.2

0.3 1st At roundabout, take the first exit, onto via Marconi. 0.1

0.7 Cross the railways track. 0.4

0.8 3rd At roundabout, take the third exit. 0.1

2.0 2nd At roundabout, take the second exit. 1.2

2.7
At T intersection, at  stop sign, take right dir SAVONA. Now you ride Sp30. 

Ride safely: this can be an heavy traffic road. 
0.7

4.3 1st At roundabout, take the first exit, dir ASTI, MONTABONE, TERZO, on Sp230. 1.6

4.5
Leave Sp230 turning left climbing onto Sp231, dir MONTABONE, TERZO. Be 

aware to arriving cars.
0.2

5.2
Terzo. On your left, the tiny village. To continue, bend right, dir CENTRO 

SPORTIVO, CIMITERO, and continue uphill for 2,7km.
0.7

7.9 Continue riding upon the main Sp231. 2.7

10.4

Montabone. On your right the village and its pretty medieval center . To continue, 

bend left, dir ROCCHETTA P., CANELLI. You must ride Sp43 until Rocchetta 

Palafea.

2.5

13.8 Continue riding upon the main Sp43 avoiding the sign to CASTELBOGLIONE. 3.4

14.3

Rocchetta Palafea. You get the village bending right; enter the main sqare and give 

a look to the big trompe l'oeil . To continue, take left on climbing, following the 

dir CIMITERO.

0.5

14.6
On your right, before the cemetery, in a wide square, you must enjoy the 

belvedere  (drinkable tap water available) . Continue straight on.
0.3

15.0 At t-split you find a stop sign. Take to the left. 0.4

15.6 Bend right dir SESSAME. 0.6

16.0 Bend right dir CASSINASCO, on Sp122. 0.4

16.9 Main road bends left on downhill. 0.9

18.5 At t-split take left, dir CANELLI, CASSINASCO. 1.6

19.4 At sign REGIONE CIRE, bend right and suddenly left on main road. 0.9

19.8 Main road bends right. 0.4

20.5
Cassinasco. At yield sign, beside a small chapel, take left onto Sp6 towards 

the village.
0.7

21.2 Leave the main Sp6 taking right uphill, dir LOAZZOLO, upon sp120. 0.7

22.5 On your left, Caffi's sanctuary . To continue, go straight on. 1.3

*24

On your left (orange track on the map), the way to Isolabella della Croce 0039 

014487166 (1,3 km far from here) and Borgo Moncalvo 0039 014487126 (2,8 km far 

from here). Continue on Sp120.

1.5

24.9 At yield sign, take left, dir LOAZZOLO. 0.9

25.3
On your right, the way to Forteto della Luja 0039 014487197 (0,5 km far from here). 

Bend left on the main Sp42.
0.4

27.2
On your right, Borgo Maragliano 0039 014487132 . Continue on Sp42 and cross 

Loazzolo.
1.9

dir



*30.9

Coming from the villege of Loazzolo, at yield sign, turn left, dir ACQUI 

TERME. Now you're riding SP25. Coming from Borgo Moncalvo, at yield sign, turn 

right.

3.7

31.0
Leave SP25 (orange track on the map) and take right dir AGRITURISMO 

CASE ROMANE. Coming from Borgo Moncalvo you must take left .
0.1

32.5 At fork, take the left. 1.5

34.7 At fork, take the left. 2.2

35.3 Over the bridge, turn right. 0.6

35.5 At yield sign, turn right dir ASTI, ACQUI T.. 0.2

36.3
On your left, La Dogliola 0039 014483557 (0,8 km far from here).  Continue riding on 

Sp25.
0.8

38.2
Cross Monastero Bormida. Take right following the dir CASTELLO to visit the pretty 

medieval centre.
1.9

43.0 Bistagno. Bend sharply right from via Panaro to viale Italia. 4.8

43.4
Leave the village turning right dir SAVONA just after you've crossed the 

railways track. Noy you shortly ride on Sp30.
0.4

43.7
Leave the main Sp30 turning right, dir PANASCA, and pass below the 

railways track, then suddenly turn right again.
0.3

44.0
Now you've to bend right, passing under the main Sp30 and the railways 

track.
0.3

44.2 At t-split, take the left. 0.2

44.7 At stop sign, take the left on Sp227. 0.5

48.0 At stop sign, turn right, dir SASSELLO, CARTOSIO. 3.3

49.4 At crossroad, at stop sign, take left, dir SASSELLO, CARTOSIO. 1.4

50.6 At stop sign, turn left dir ACQUI. 1.2

55.5 2nd
Acqui Terme. At roundabout, take the second exit, onto viale Acquedotto 

Romano
4.9

55.7 2nd At roundabout, take the second exit, onto bridge Carlo Alberto. 0.2

55.9 2nd At roundabout, take the second exit, onto corso Bagni. 0.2

56.4 Traffic light. Go straight on. 0.5

56.5 Pass under the flyover. 0.1

56.6 2nd At roundabout, take the second exit, onto corso Bagni. 0.1

56.8
Piazza Italia. Bend to the right around the square, to enter corso Italia 

(pedestrian road, slow down your speed).
0.2

57.0 Turn left onto via Garibaldi. 0.2

57.1 Turn right onto via del Municipio. 0.1

57.2
Piazza Levi, on your right, the tourist office. Welcome back to Acqui 

Terme!
0.1


